Encouraging children to produce rhythmic beat gestures leads to better narrative discourse performances
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Abstract

Recent research has shown that when preschoolers listen to a speaker who is simultaneously making beat gestures, this favors their recall and comprehension of what they have heard and also boosts their narrative performance. However, previous studies have not tested the effect of encouraging children to produce beat gestures while retelling narratives— as opposed to merely observing them—on their narrative performances. In this study, a total of 47 five- and six-year-old children participated in a between-subjects brief training study experiment with a pretest and an immediate posttest design. Children were exposed to a training phase with a total of six one-minute stories, presented under two experimental conditions: 1) beat non-encouraging condition, and 2) beat encouraging condition. Video recordings of the pretest and posttest narratives were then scored for narrative structure and fluency. A comparison of scores showed that children in the group that had been encouraged to use beat gestures performed better than the group of children who were simply asked to retell the story without gesture instruction. All in all, this evidence suggests that encouraging the use of beat gestures by children helps to boost their subsequent narrative performance.
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1. Introduction

Narratives are a solid measure of children’s more complex language skills [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], and later school literacy success can be predicted by narrative ability measures [8]. While the period from age 3 to 6 constitutes "a particularly relevant age range to observe children’s burgeoning narrative abilities in gesture and speech" [7, p. 1021], it is only around age 5 or 6 that children begin to produce ‘true narratives’ in which all the important features of a well-produced narrative are involved in the discourse [9].

Research on narrative development has shown that children’s use of representational gestures benefits their narrative abilities [2, 6, 7]. In fact, as Colletta et al. [10] point out, gesture and speech go hand in hand: children’s use of gestures related to narrative organization becomes more developed as children’s narratives become more complex. In general, research on child language has tended to focus on the effects of both observing and producing representational gestures (also called iconic and metaphoric gestures, i.e., those which represent referential properties of objects and concepts; see [11]) on cognitive and language development (e.g., [12]).

However, so far little attention has been devoted to the role of another type of gesture, namely beat gestures, which are defined as rhythmic hand movements typically associated with prosodic prominence in speech that do not reflect contextual meaning but rather mark informational focus (see [11]). Though there is mixed evidence regarding the benefits of observing beat gestures for preschool children (e.g., [13]), a number of studies have demonstrated that observing beat gestures significantly enhances children’s memory recall in a pragmatic discourse context [14, 15, 16]. To our knowledge, there are only three studies specifically focusing on the effects of observing beat gestures on narrative development. One, by Macoun and Sweller [17], found that observing beat gestures conferred no benefit for narrative recall and comprehension in children. The other two, however, detected positive effects in children when they heard stories in which beat gestures were aligned with prosodic prominences. Llanes-Corimina et al. [16] found that children’s narrative comprehension improved under these conditions, and Vilà-Giménez et al. [1] showed that preliminary training of this sort led 5- and 6-year olds to produce better narrative performances (i.e., they achieved higher narrative structure scores).

While these studies looked at the effect of observing gestures, other work has examined the impact of not just observing but also performing gestures. Though some studies conclude otherwise (see [18, 19] for overviews), the dominant assumption in the literature is that gesturing has positive effects on various cognitive domains. First, gesturing can help people generate problem-solving strategies in mathematics [20, 21, 22, 23] or other thinking tasks [24, 25]. The use of spoken explanations with correlated co-speech gestures in problem-solving tasks also leads children to understand notions that are not expressively conveyed in speech (see [26] for a review). In terms of development, forcing children to gesture while explaining problem-solving strategies to math problems seems to provide them with new and correct solution strategies expressed in gesture in which they had not turned to before [22]. Other authors have demonstrated that when 8- to 11-year-old children spontaneously produced gestures or were prompted to do so, they came up with creative novel uses for everyday items, suggesting that the gestures helped them to both think and create ideas more fluently [27]. Finally, one study found that producing gestures (beat gestures, in this case) facilitated lexical access in adults [28].

The aim of the current study is to test whether encouraging the production of beat gestures through a brief training session will improve 5- to 6-year-old children’s narrative discourse performance in terms of narrative structure and fluency scores, compared to just observing beat gestures. We hypothesize that it will, given the evidence that beat gestures play an important
role as highlighters of linguistic functions [29, 30] such as focus marking, rhythmic marking, and discourse structure marking. Thus, we suggest that beats are pragmatically meaningful gestures [11, 31, 32] that can help build up children’s narrative performance.

2. Methods

The experiment consisted of a between-subjects brief training study with a pretest and an immediate posttest design.

2.1. Participants

Fifty-three children (23 boys and 30 girls) from the Girona area of Catalonia participated in this study. The majority of the participants (n = 49) were drawn from two schools (Col·legi Dr. Masmitjà and Escola Montjuïc); the four remaining children were recruited individually. Data from six of the original participants had to be excluded from analysis either because of technical recording problems (n = 4) or because they did not engage in the experimental task (n = 2). Thus, the dataset analyzed in this study came from the remaining 47 participants (mean age = 5.92; SD = 0.54). Parental consent was obtained before the experiment. Based on family questionnaires [33], all the participants were typically developing children with no prior history of communication disorders in themselves or within their families. Although Catalan-Spanish bilingualism is not unusual in this community, average daily exposure to Catalan among these children was found to be 88.74% (SD = 10.68).

2.2. Materials

The pretest, training, and posttest materials used in the experiment were the same as those used in [1]. Pretest and posttest consisted of the children retelling what they had seen in four short (~41-50 s) animated cartoons about a small mouse and his friends (Westdeutscher Rundfunk Köln, http://www.wdrmaus.de, [2, 34]), which were previously unfamiliar to the children. The video clips contained only background music, without any speech. Two of these cartoons were shown in the pretest and two different ones in the posttest (the first one always featuring one character, whereas the second one always featuring two). All these cartoons followed the same goal-based structure, which includes the following main features of a narrative: a) temporal and causal structure, b) animate protagonists, c) an initiating event, d) one goal, e) an attempt to achieve the goal, and f) an outcome or resolution (e.g., [2, 6]).

The training materials consisted of 12 video-recorded short narratives performed in Catalan by two adult female storytellers (6 stories × 2 storytellers). All the narratives were about different animals that lived on a farm and followed a similar structure as the animated cartoons. (These videos were the same ones used in [1], except that only those performed with beat gestures were used in this study.) The two storytellers were asked to use child-directed speech with a smiling face, as if they were speaking to a group of children. The beat gestures used in the training stories highlighted discourse markers and focal content words. According to previous preliminary studies ran before recording the stimulus materials (see [1]), palm-up outward hand movements were the beat gestures used to emphasize discourse markers, whereas inward hand movements were used to emphasize focal content words. Both storytellers were monitored for consistency in synchronizing their beat gestures with corresponding target items (see [1] for more details).

Eight different versions of a PowerPoint presentation were prepared in which the order of the pretest and posttest cartoons, the six training stories, and the two storytellers were counterbalanced.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment followed the same pretest-training-posttest procedure as in [1] (see Figure 1). Each participant was tested individually in a quiet classroom at their school and was videotaped in all phases of the task. Children were randomly assigned to one of two conditions, beat non-encouraging (n = 25) or beat encouraging (n = 22) (see 2.3.2 below). The whole session lasted approximately 30 minutes.
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**Figure 1: Experimental procedure.**

2.3.1 Pretest and Posttest

The pretest and posttest phases consisted of a narrative task which was conducted identically as in [1]. The child first watched a cartoon using a laptop equipped with headphones and was then asked to recount what s/he had seen to the experimenter, who, though present in the room, pretended not to have watched the video clip. To provide motivation, the narrative task was carried out like a game, as the experimenter had to guess the story that the child was retelling through a variety of pictures, always giving positive feedback to the child. Additional neutral prompts (e.g., “Can you tell me the story?” or “Anything else?”) were asked to the child in order to elicit information if s/he did not respond quickly. The retelling finished when the child stopped or had nothing more to say. This procedure was then repeated, using a different cartoon. Though the procedure for pretest and posttest were identical, the two cartoons shown in the pretest were different from the two shown in the posttest.

2.3.2 Training session

The training session took place between the pretest and the posttest phases and formed part of the same PowerPoint presentation. Training consisted of watching six videotapes with headphones. In each video, a storyteller told a story while using beat gestures to emphasize discourse markers and focal content words. All participants were shown the same six stories but in different orders of story and storyteller. Prior to viewing, each child was instructed to pay close attention to how the storyteller was moving her hands (e.g., “Look at the
farmer [the storyteller], see how she moves her hands when she is telling you the story”). After viewing, the child was given different instructions depending on the experimental group to which s/he had been assigned. Those assigned to the beat non-encouraging condition were merely asked to retell the story they had just heard without receiving any gesture instructions.

By contrast, those assigned to the beat encouraging condition were asked to retell the six stories while producing hand movements like those they had seen the storyteller using (see Figure 2). Instructions were along the lines of (“Did you notice that the farmer [the storyteller] moved her hands a lot as she told the story? So now tell me the story just like the farmer did, moving your hands a lot the entire time. Do you remember how she did it? Do you remember when she said, ‘Once upon a time, there was a duck…?’”). In this way the experimenter stressed the fact that the farmer moved her hands during the entire narrative. Moreover, whenever the experimenter prompted by means of a quote like this, she modeled the beat gestures the storyteller had used to emphasize discourse markers (“once upon a time”) and target words (“a duck”).

In order to assess the children’s gestural behavior during the narrative training in both conditions, as well as to check the children correctly understood the instructions, the narratives produced during the training were coded for number of gestures used. As expected, the mean production of gestures produced by each child was much higher in the beat encouraging condition \( (n = 581; M = 26.41) \) than in the beat non-encouraging condition \( (n = 55; M = 2.2) \). No participants were excluded from the dataset due to a lack of instruction understanding.

**Beat non-encouraging condition**

**Beat encouraging condition**

![Figure 2: Still images of children performing posttest narratives.](image)

### 2.4. Coding system

The resulting video-recordings of child participants producing narratives during the pretest and posttest (47 children \( \times (2 \) pretest + 2 posttest) \( = 188 \) narratives) were examined and blindly scored by the first author (native speaker of Catalan) for narrative structure and narrative fluency.

#### 2.4.1 Narrative structure

For the overall narrative structure scores of the pretest and posttest narratives, we used the same narrative assessment-coding scheme as in [1], which was adapted from [2, 6] and based on [35]. Four main factors were considered when analyzing the structure of each story: a) the presence of an animate protagonist, b) its temporal structure, c) its causal structure, and d) the presence of a goal-directed action (i.e., an action including an initiating event, the goal, the attempt to achieve the goal, and the outcome of that attempt) (see [1] for a detailed rubric for scoring child-produced retelling narratives). This yielded a score between 0 and 6, where the maximum score of 6 corresponded to a complex “complete goal-based narrative” which contained all the above features.

#### 2.4.2 Fluency

To rate fluency, we followed the lead of most other studies and had native listeners judge the fluency of the children’s productions based on the Likert scale ([36] and see [37, 38] for examples). Unlike the scale used in [1], however, fluency scores were exclusively based on a perceptive coding, with 1 = extremely disfluent and 7 = extremely fluent.

### 2.5. Statistical analyses

Two GLMMs [39] were run using SPSS Statistics 23.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago IL) with overall narrative structure scores and overall fluency scores as two different dependent variables.

In the two GLMM analyses, Training Condition (two levels: beat non-encouraging and beat encouraging) and Test (two levels: pretest and posttest), and the interaction Condition \( \times \) Test were set as fixed factors. Subject and Item (i.e., the four stories used in the pretest and posttest) were set as random factors. Bonferroni pairwise comparison post hoc tests were carried out to detect significant main effects and interactions in each of the analyses.

Furthermore, in the GLMM analysis of the fluency scores, Duration was also included as a random factor, as we assume that how long a child can speak correlates with his/her fluency.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Narrative structure scores

The results of the GLMM analysis indicated a main effect of Test \( (F(1, 184) = 25.194, p = .000) \), showing better narrative structure scores in the posttest than in pretest \( (p = .000) \) for all subjects and a significant interaction between Condition and Test \( (F(1, 184) = 6.167, p = .014) \), indicating that narrative structure scores differed depending on the experimental group and whether the narrative was pretest or posttest. Further post hoc analyses showed that the two experimental groups differed significantly \( (p = .009) \) in posttest narrative structure scores, with children in the beat-encouraging group producing better narrative structures. Unsurprisingly, pretest score between the two groups did not differ significantly \( (p = .628) \), nor did pretest and posttest scores for the beat non-encouraging group \( (p = .069) \). However, significant differences \( (p = .000) \) were found between pretest and posttest scores in the beat encouraging condition, with better scores in the posttest than in the pretest. Therefore, children performed better in their posttest narratives when they were encouraged to gesture than when they were not (see Figure 3).
a brief narrative discourse training task might help them to produce better posttest narrative performances as measured in terms of structure and fluency. Our study is the first one to demonstrate that a short training session featuring narratives produced with beat gestures that prompts beat gesture production in children can have an immediate positive effect on children’s narrative structure and fluency scores.

As we initially hypothesized, the results of the current study revealed that children who were encouraged to produce beat gestures performed better-structured and more fluent posttest narratives than children who were just asked to retell the stories without any gesture instruction. Our findings add to the existing literature a clear indication of the usefulness of not only observing [as in 1] but also producing beat gestures in a brief narrative discourse training. This constitutes further evidence that beat gestures serve as visual highlighters of linguistic functions that are associated with focus marking, rhythmic marking, and discourse structure marking [29, 30], confirming electrophysiological studies showing that beats are connected to language-related areas of the brain (e.g., [40]).

The present findings have educational implications. Though there have been mixed results with regard to the benefits of teachers using co-speech gestures [18, 19], we strongly believe that gesturing and specifically the use of beat gestures can play an important role in fostering language development (see [26] for a review). However, it would be of interest to test for long-term effects of this beat-accompanied retelling technique and also to explore the effect of longer training periods.

In conclusion, the combination of observing and producing beat gestures in a brief training session seems to be hold out promise as a way to improve children’s narrative discourse performances. If gestures are indeed an embodied way to highlight certain aspects of language, we suggest that actively involving sensory-motor perceptive and production processes through the use of beats is likely to trigger an increase in attentional networks and thus benefit the coding of linguistic information.
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